
 

 

 
 
 
MACHINING AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS: STANDARD DUNHAM EXPANDING COLLETS 

 
1 - How to insert expanding collet in spindle 

Place expanding collet in spindle and adjust collet closing mechanism (as you would for any 5c collet), until collet 
is fully seated. Back off draw bolt 2 turns (CCW) and activate closer to expand collet. Turn draw bolt (CW) until 
.005 expansion of collet is achieved. 
CAUTION:  Over expansion of mandrel may exceed elastic limit of material causing permanent damage to collet. 
 
When properly adjusted, even with collet closing mechanism in released position, the spring-loaded bushing 
causes the tapered part of collet to remain seated in machine spindle.  Thus, only the draw bolt will move in and 
out when closing mechanism is activated.  This permits a machined shoulder to be used for locating and holding 
width dimension within .001. 
 
Operate collet closing mechanism, expanding and contracting the mandrel 25 or 30 times before machining.  This 
will break in the expanding collet for better performance and concentricity. 
 

2 - Machining the mandrel 
To machine the mandrel, first be sure it is in the expanded position, then machine it to .001 or .002 larger than 
the maximum part size. 
Example:  a part with an I.D. of 1" ± .002, machine mandrel to 1.003 or 1.004 diameter.  This will permit holding 
parts of high or low tolerance. 
 
CAUTION:   Light cuts and feeds are recommended when turning collet to desired size.  If collet is reduced in 
size more than 1/2" (example - 1-1/2" diameter to 3/4" diameter) it is advisable to recheck the .005 expansion 
before taking the final cuts. 
 

3 - CAUTION *** 
Over expansion will greatly reduce the accuracy.  We recommend expansions not to exceed .006 when close 
concentricity is desired.  Expansion of .010 to .015 can be obtained, but concentricity will be impaired. 
 

4 - How to increase holding force without damaging expanding collet 
More holding force can be obtained by gradually adjusting collet closing mechanism until collet holds part 
sufficiently to do desired operation. 

 CAUTION:  When collet closing mechanism is adjusted for increased holding force, DO NOT EXPAND AND 
CONTRACT COLLET WITHOUT PART ON MANDREL.  Without part on mandrel, over expansion may occur 
causing permanent damage to collet. 

 
5 - For long accurate service 

Keep the collet clean, and the draw bolt lightly lubricated with alpha molykote. 
 


